
Adhesives, Glues, Fillers and Patching Materials
ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS G-TAPE
lpha Professional Tools G-Tape, This tape is waterproof and tears straight and easily by hand. It is highly 
weather/UV resistant and can be used in temperatures ranging from -40F to 200°F. The ability to reposition 
it makes it great for quick repairs on all kinds of surfaces. The best part is that, although the adhesion is 
strong, it does not leave any residue when removed.

BONSTONE LAST PATCH TINT 1 OZ
Our tints are for use in all Bonstone® and Touchstone™ products. Powder tints are available for epoxies in the 
following 7 colors: Powder Tints Black, Brown, Gray, Green, Rust, White, Yellow 

BONSTONE LIMESTONE KIT KNIFEGRADE 1 QT. PART A AND 4 – 10 OZ. PART B HARDENERS
Last Patch Limestone, A kit packaged exterior grade stone repair compound. Designed for addition of stone 
aggregate, overfill of patch area, and grinding flush.  $60.00 

BONSTONE LAST PATCH TINTS 7 PACK 1 OZ. JARS
Our tints are for use in all Bonstone® and Touchstone™ products. Powder tints are available for epoxies in the 
following 7 colors: Powder Tints Black, Brown, Gray, Green, Rust, White, Yellow $51.10

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN GLUE CLEAR KNIFE GRADE
Italian Craftsman Polyester Adhesives. Known as the Best Polyester Adhesive in the Industry. Clear is best 
designed for adding colorant. Available in flowing and knife grade. Quart or Gallon size.  $17.75 – $77.00 

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN SHELLAC BARS
Shellac Bars are used to fill small holes and chips in the face or on the edges of marbles, granites and natural 
stones. Simply heat the melting stick with a low heat flame or a melting iron and drip the liquid into the holes 
or chipped areas, leaving the material higher than the surface, and let harden. Once the shellac is hard use a 
fine grain steel wool (#0) and smooth the hardened shellac flush to the surface.. $15.05 – $7.10 
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https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/alpha-professional-tools-g-tape/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/bonstone-last-patch-tint-1-oz/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/bonstone-limestone-kit-knifegrade-1-qt-part-a-and-4-10-oz-part-b-hardeners/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/bonstone-last-patch-tints-7-pack-1-oz-jars/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/italian-craftsman/italian-craftsman-glue-clear-knife-grade/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/shellac-bars/


Adhesives, Glues, Fillers and Patching Materials
ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN SILICON CARBIDE POWDER SLIP STRIP FILLER
ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN SILICON CARBIDE POWDER SLIP STRIP FILLER a product by Italian Craftsman  is a 36 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Powder Is Used To Fill The Slots On Stair Treads Made Of Stone To Make Permanent Slip Strips. 
Mix With Clear Flowing Glue To Make A Permanent Bond.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN TRAVERTINE FILL ADDITIVE

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN  TRAVERTINE FILL BEIGE (BUFF)

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN TRAVERTINE FILL BEIGE (WHITE)

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN TRAVERTINE-FILL KIT

MASTICE 2000 BELLINZONI TRANSPARENT LIQUID

RAZOR BLADES SINGLE EDGE INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
This Single Edge Razor Blade is top quality, industrial grade, .009″ (.23 mm) thick, Carbon C-1095 surgical 
steel, precision-honed for extra sharpness. It delivers durability along with the exacting, quality cut that 
professionals demand. Packed 100 each per box, there are 50 boxes per case.

SUPER EDGES 750 ML
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https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/non-slip-silicon-powder/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/traverfill-additive/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/italian-craftsman-travertine-fill-beige-buff/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/italian-craftsman-travertine-fill-white/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/travertine-fill-kit-25-lb/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/mastice-2000-bellinzoni/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/razor-blades-single-edge-individually-wrapped/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/polishing/super-edges-750-ml/
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TENAX BLACK KNIFE GRADE
Black knife grade is a high quality polyester mastic adhesive used to vertically and horizontally repair, rebuild, 
glue, and fill marble, granite and engineered stones. Colored knife grade will cure shiny and is very polishable. 
Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommended for interior use. Other colors available upon special 
request.

TENAX BUFF FLOWING
Tenax BUFF FLOWING 2 Part Polyester Resin 1 Liter

TENAX BUFF KNIFE GRADE
Tenax BUFF KNIFE GRADE 2 Part Polyester Resin 1 Liter

TENAX COLOR PASTE 10 OZ BOTTLE
Tenax COLOR PASTE 10 OZ Bottle

TENAX COMPLETE COLOR KIT 10 COLORS 2.5 OZ
UNIVERSAL - Tenax Universal Colors were made to offer 1 solution for all your adhesive needs. 
Comes as a set of 10 - Black, White, Red, Red Brown, Brown, Yellow, Blue, Grey, Buff, Green
Brilliant Colors that can be used by themselves or mix multiple colors together to create the perfect color 
match glue for your stone application.

TENAX CRYSTAL FLOWING WATER CLEAR 1 LITER
Crystal flowing is a high quality polyester mastic used to horizontally repair, rebuild, bond, and fill. Crystal is 
free flowing and will cure shiny, is very polishable and colors easily to match granite and other stones. It is 
perfectly suited for any application where the adhesive or seem/joint must be hidden. It cures fast and bonds 
extremely strong. Cures in lower temperature. Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommended for 
interior use. UV resistant.
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https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-black-knife-grade/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-buff-flowing/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-buff-knife-grade/https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-buff-flowing/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/tenax-color-paste-10-oz-bottle/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/tenax-complete-color-kit-10-colors/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-crystal-flowing-water-clear/https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/tenax-complete-color-kit-10-colors/
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TENAX CRYSTAL KNIFE GRADE WATER CLEAR 1 LITER
Crystal knife is a high quality polyester mastic used to vertically or horizontally repair, rebuild, bond, and fill. 
Crystal is very smooth in consistency, and will cure shiny, is very polishable and colors easily to match granite 
and other stones. It is perfectly suited for any application where the adhesive or seem/joint must be hidden. It 
cures fast and bonds extremely strong. Cures in lower temperatures. Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. 
Recommended for interior use. UV resistant. 

TENAX DOMO 10 TUBES
Tenax DOMO 10 TUBES

TENAX DOMO A & B EPOXY
Domo 10 A & B is a two part knife grade epoxy designed for all types of stone. Domo is one of the strongest 
epoxies in the stone industry. It will bond to almost any surface including polished surfaces. Domo will bond 
to both damp and dry surfaces. Domo is designed for permanent application.  Suitable for temperatures below 
32° as well as extreme heat. Recommended for both interior and exterior applications. $59.00 – $160.00 

TENAX GLAXS BM75 LIQUID GEL 100 GRAM POUCH
Glaxs is a new generation bi-component resin with zero yellowing to the sun and UV rays. Glaxs is a transparent 
resin, solvent free, low viscosity and medium reactivity adhesive. Glaxs offers good penetration and hardness. 
The resin can harden at 0°C. Glaxs will stay bright also when the level of humidity is high and the temperature 
is low. 

TENAX RIVO 15 OR 50 2 PART EPOXY
Rivo 15 or 50 A & B is a two part knife grade epoxy designed for all types of stone. Rivo is one of the strongest 
epoxies in the stone industry. It will bond to almost any surface. Rivo 15 is designed for permanent application. 
The stone will break before the bond will. Suitable for temperatures below 32° as well as extreme heat. 
Recommended for both interior and exterior applications. Material must be dry before application. Straw in 
color. VOC Compliant.  

TENAX STRONGEDGE EPOXY PART A 1 QUART PART B 1/2 QUART CLEAR
StrongEdge, the strongest clear, flowing epoxy specifically designed for fabrication and lamination. Once 
applied on a countertop, the stone or substrate will not delaminate or break where StrongEdge has been 
applied! StrongEdge is the clearest flowing epoxy on the market. StrongEdge does not shrink, it takes a polish, 
as well as accepts color to color match the stone if necessary.  
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https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-crystal-knife-grade-water-clear/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/glues-adhesives-fillers-patching-materials/alpha-professional-tools-g-tape/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-domo-a-b-epoxy/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-glaxs-bm75-liquid-gel-100-gram-pouch/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-rivo-15-2-part-epoxy/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-strongedge-epoxy-part-a-1-quart-part-b-12-quart-clear/
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TENAX TEPOX V COLOR MATCH SYSTEM
Tepox V is a special chemical color liquid used to color match stones that have been resined with color 
additives. Tepox V may also be used to enhance slabs or to alter the look of a slab for specific applications. 
Use a single color or mix multiple colors together to achieve the desired color. epox V is designed to be used 
in conjunction with Ager or Ager Tiger.  It is also recommended to follow up with Tenax Proseal or Tenax Protex 
premium grade sealers. 

TENAX TEPOX V COLOR MATCH SYSTEM KIT (6 COLORS)
Tepox V is a special chemical color liquid used to color match stones that have been resined with color 
additives. Tepox V may also be used to enhance slabs or to alter the look of a slab for specific applications. 
Use a single color or mix multiple colors together to acheive the desired color. Tepox V is designed to be used 
in conjunction with Ager or Ager Tiger. I Tepox V is for indoor use only. 

TENAX TRANSPARENT FLOWING
ransparent Flowing is a high quality polyester mastic used to horizontally repair, rebuild, bond, and fill. Flowing 
will cure shiny, is very polishable and colors easily to match the stone. It cures fast and bonds extremely 
strong. Cures in lower temperatures. Excellent for rodding reinforcement on a countertop. Not suitable for 
temperatures below 32°. Recommended for interior use.

TENAX TRANSPARENT KNIFE GRADE “H”
Knife grade H is a high viscosity polyester adhesive used to vertically or horizontally repair, rebuild, bond, 
and fill. Knife grade H will cure shiny, is very polishable and colors easily to match the stone. It cures fast and 
bonds extremely strong. Cures in lower temperatures. Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommended 
for interior use. 

TENAX TRANSPARENT KNIFE GRADE TIXO SPEEDY
Tenax Transparent Tixo R Knife Grade is a high viscosity polyester adhesive used to vertically or horizontally 
repair, rebuild, bond, and fill. Knife grade Tixo is very smooth in consistency, easy to stir and spread and will 
cure shiny. It is very polishable and colors easily to match the stone. It cures fast and bonds extremely strong. 
Cures in lower temperatures. Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommended for interior use.

TENAX TRAVERTINE FILLER
Tenax Travertine filler is used to horizontally repair, rebuild, glue, and fill travertine, as well as similar stones. 
Tenax Travertine filler is a semisolid consistency that is smooth and easy to spread. It is used to fill all size holes 
in travertine and will accept a polish. Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommended for interior use. 
Other colors available upon special request.  $15.95 
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https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-tepox-v-color-match-system/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-tepox-v-color-match-system-kit-6-colors/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-transparent-flowing/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-transparent-knife-grade-h/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-transparent-knife-grade-tixo-speedy/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-travertine-filler/
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TENAX UNIBLACK2
Uniblack 2 is a formulated black liquid wax used to increase the black effect on polished, brushed and smooth 
surfaces. The Uniblack 2 increases the black effect without increasing the gloss. The product can be used 
on automatic waxing machines or manually. Recommended for restoring old materials which have lost their 
blackness.  

TENAX WHITE FLOWING
Tenax White Flowing is a high quality polyester mastics used to horizontally repair, rebuild, glue and fill marble 
and quartz surfaces. Tenax Flowing will cure shiny and is very polishable. Not suitable for temperatures below 
32°. Recommended for interior use. Other colors available upon special request.

TENAX WHITE KNIFE GRADE
White knife grade is a high quality polyester mastic adhesive used to vertically and horizontally repair, rebuild, 
glue, and fill marble, granite and engineered stones. Colored knife grade will cure shiny and is very polishable. 
Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommended for interior use. Other colors available upon special 
request. 

WOOD & STONE SUPER PENETRATING ACRYLIC
Super Penetrating Acrylic is an acrylic based adhesive designed for use with natural stone, especially
granite. It is clear to translucent in color, fast setting, and easy to apply. Penetrating Crack Filler is a thin liquid 
that flows like water and is designed to fill fine cracks and reinforce stone. Super Penetrating is low viscosity 
system for bonding and filling on horizontal surfaces. 
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https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-uniblack2/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-white-flowing/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/tenax-white-knife-grade/
https://easternmarble.com/shop/stone-fabrication-supplies/wood-stone-super-penetrating-acrylic/

